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NEW QUESTION: 1
Scenario 3:
After resolving numerous connectivity Issues throughout the
various branch sites, connectivity between applications and
users is finally present. The network administrator is informed
that during certain tests, applications are not performing as
they are expected to. Users report that call quality has not
fully improved and that some of their calls either drop or have

poor voice quality where the conversation is breaking up. Other
users are noticing that file transfers are slower than expect.
A group of users from a few sites have reported slowness in
accessing internal and external applications.
Exhibit.
The network administrator has been made aware that Chicago is
receiving traffic from non-SD-WAN sites, bottlenecking
Chicago's interfaces. The network administrator's VMware SE has
mentioned using the uplink feature to help resolve this.
What are two ways the uplink feature should be used in this
scenario? (Choose two.)
A. Direct all traffic to that neighbor designated as an uplink,
B. Set the uplink community to forward traffic to a group of
neighbors.
C. Stop mutual redistribution of routes from underlay and
overlay.
D. Prevent the site in question from becoming a transit site.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
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A. SSH
B. SCP
C. RDP
D. NTP
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Ihr Netzwerk enthÃ¤lt eine Active Directory-DomÃ¤ne. Die
DomÃ¤ne enthÃ¤lt 10 Computer, auf denen Windows 10 ausgefÃ¼hrt
wird.
Auf einem anderen Computer mit dem Namen Computer1 mÃ¶chten Sie
ein vom Kollektor initiiertes Abonnement erstellen, um die
Ereignisprotokolle von den Windows 10-Computern zu erfassen.
Sie mÃ¼ssen die Umgebung so konfigurieren, dass die
Ereignisprotokollsammlung unterstÃ¼tzt wird.
Welche beiden Aktionen sollten Sie ausfÃ¼hren? Jede richtige
Antwort ist Teil der LÃ¶sung.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
A. Aktivieren Sie die Windows-Remoteverwaltung (WinRM) auf den
Windows 10-Computern
B. FÃ¼gen Sie Computer1 zur Gruppe Ereignisprotokollleser auf
Computer1 hinzu
C. Ã„ndern Sie auf Windows 10-Computern den Starttyp von
Windows Event Collector in Automatisch

D. Aktivieren Sie die Windows-Remoteverwaltung (WinRM) auf
Computer1
E. FÃ¼gen Sie Computer1 der Gruppe Ereignisprotokollleser auf
den Windows 10-Computern hinzu
Answer: A,E
Explanation:
ErlÃ¤uterung
Verweise:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/windows/it-p
ro/windows-server-2008-R2-and-2008/ cc748890 (v = ws.11)
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